rackline

accessories for
all systems

british storage
manufacturer

CABINETS

Pull out shelves

Duplex shelves

static shelving
systems

ROTARY STORAGE

MOBILE SHELVING

LOW LEVEL MOBILE STORAGE

shelving systems

Pull out cradles

Combine any of the
static shelving range
with mobile shelving to

maximise space
and increase
storage capacity
Pull out drawers

LOCKERS

ARCHIVE STORAGE

making
space
work for you

SHELVES

INDUSTRIAL RACKING & SHELVING

FILING SERVICES

Book supports

a wide range of accessories

DRAWERS

SUPPORTS

DIVIDERS

CRADLES

static
making space work for you

For a free no obligation site survey, layout drawings
and quotation, contact the team today.

t: 01782 777666
e: now@rackline.co.uk
www.rackline.co.uk
Rackline Limited, Oaktree Lane, Talke,
Newcastle-Under-Lyme, Staffordshire ST7 1RX

proﬁle

proform
cares for your
product on the shelf

a ﬂexible high
density ﬁling facility

Profile shelving has been designed as a
modular closed wall construction where the
intermediate uprights support the shelves
in the adjoining bays. This design ensures
there are no sharp edges to the upright, no
possibility of stock migrating from bay to bay
or becoming trapped behind upright posts.

Proform, like Profile is equally at home being
specified in a static system or a mobile one.
Proform also has the same high performance
finish and load capacity as Profile.

With adjustable shelves at 25mm pitch and a
wide range of accessories, the system is totally
flexible and can be converted to the widest
applications. Each shelf can be easily moved
by untrained staff.

total
protection

light industrial
storage
Double panel upright for
total protection to stock.

a wide range of applications

MEDICAL RECORDS

PHARMACIES

The Prospan system can be
specified in lengths between
1200mm and 1800mm wide
and up to 4500mm in height
with a capacity spread load
per shelf of 125kgs.

It also means that when shelves are pitched
asymmetrically, the shelf clips will not
protrude into the adjoining aperture.

Single panel upright for strength and
ensuring maximum use of space.

CENTRAL FILING

Prospan shelving is a system designed to
extend beyond the sizes of Profile and
Proform and yet retain the aesthetic looks
that are sometimes lost with traditional
long span systems.

With no protrusions, edges or
raised seams, even precious
manuscripts and rare books
are well cared for.

The system can be fitted with either a back
plate or back braces.

a wide range of applications

designed to maximise
capacity in archive and
industrial applications
Proform shelving has been designed with
a double panel upright to provide total
protection to the contents of the shelf.

Each bay will carry a 750kg
load and a standard shelf load
of 90kgs.

high
performance

prospan

ARCHIVES

Superbly designed with solid post
sections Prospan is a solution led product
manufactured from high quality components
including solid post sections. These provide
top performance allied to visual appealing end
panels. Flexibility of build and maintenance is
provided as the shelves are positioned through
adjustable clips rather than bolts.

Solid posts allowing stability
and optimum performance.

a wide range of applications

LIBRARIES

MUSEUMS

RETAIL STOCKROOM

LIGHT INDUSTRIAL

ARCHIVES

